
The Plot as Persona in Lysias’ Speech VII  

The late fifth/early fourth century Athenian orator and logographer Lysias is well-known 

not only for inventing the plain style of oratory, refining Attic prose, and generally concealing 

his art with consummate skill, but also, as Gabor Tahin states in Heuristic Strategies in the 

Speeches of Cicero, for “handling cases where the lack or weakness of the direct evidence 

necessitated an argument strong in rational proof” (Tahin, p. 48). This, as Tahin also points out, 

is perhaps nowhere truer than in Speech VII: Before the Areopagus: Defense in the Matter of the 

Olive Stump. In this paper, I demonstrate how in this speech, in which the unnamed speaker has 

been indicted for removing a sacred olive stump from his property, Lysias also compensates for 

weaknesses in the direct evidence through more subtle rhetorical means. While the facts about 

the plot of land upon which the stump was allegedly situated and from which it was allegedly 

removed constitute the direct evidence or artless proof in the case, gaps in ownership and delays 

in the transfer of the property from one hand to another preclude this evidence from sufficing to 

prove the speaker’s innocence. To compensate for this and draw attention away from those gaps, 

Lysias does employ strong rational arguments from probability; however, the rhetorical situation 

in Speech VII is possibly much more complex. Lysias has the speaker first presents the facts 

about the plot of land, or what is assumed to be an artless proof, in an artful way: he subtly but 

effectively personifies the plot, transforming it from direct evidence into a rhetorical device or 

construct within the speech. He accomplishes this by, first of all, according the plot a privileged 

position as the subject of the narrative that follows the proem. In other Lysianic speeches, this is 

typically where the defendant narrates his own story, but here the defendant instead recites the 

detailed history or biography of the plot. Secondly, once the plot of land has been held up as a 

persona worthy of a past and a genealogy, the way in which the speaker presents the physical 

attributes of the property later on in the speech seems to imply that it also has certain ethical 



qualities, and these can substitute for or add to the defendant’s own ethos—which seems to be 

under developed in the speech or even, at times, purposely suppressed. Thus, when it is to the 

defendant’s advantage, the plot as persona can act as either a surrogate defendant or a virtual co-

defendant in the trial. For example, in its personified form, the plot is presented as if it were an 

exemplary citizen who has steadfastly managed to survive the ravages of war and confiscation 

and has endured the political vagaries of both oligarchy and democracy. This cogent 

development of the plot’s character as exemplary allows the speaker both to minimize his own 

self-exposure and to reinforce the fact that he has performed public service. Focusing on the 

plot’s impeccable character conveniently deflects from the jury his persona as a wealthy man 

with possible connections to the Thirty, and so helps to ensure his acquittal. 

Additionally, in this paper, I argue that we can better understand Lysias’ shifting use of 

the plot, from a piece of evidence to a rhetorical device or construct in the form of a persona with 

a biography and a character, by turning to Jacques Derrida’s notion of the supplement. In his 

critique of Rousseau in Of Grammatology, Derrida discusses the supplement as a kind of 

paradox that is both a substitution for and addition to something natural or originary (Derrida, 

pp.141-145). According to what Derrida calls the logic of the supplement, if something is truly 

whole, then nothing extra can be added to it; therefore, the very existence of a supplement 

necessarily exposes a defect or lack in whatever it purports to supplement. Thus in Lysias’ 

seventh speech, the plot as persona serves as a supplement to the defendant in being both a 

surrogate and a co-defendant: it can supply facts or substitute its presence when the speaker does 

not want to reveal information about himself, and, where advantageous, it can serve to reinforce 

or duplicate the defendant’s desirable attributes. By its very presence, the plot as persona and 

supplement underscores the defendant’s withdrawal and flaws. Furthermore, as a compensatory 



mechanism, Lysias’ rhetorical maneuver of personifying the plot speaks, by the logic of the 

supplement, which is essentially the logic of lack, to the insufficiency of the direct evidence in 

the case perhaps as much as the highly developed rational arguments of this speech. 
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